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Abstract 
We studied hydrogen sulfide (H2S) decomposition into hydrogen (H2) and sulfur (S2) in a gliding 

arc plasmatron (GAP) and microwave (MW) plasma by a combination of 0D and 2D models. The 

conversion, energy efficiency, and plasma distribution are examined for different discharge conditions, 

and validated with available experiments from literature. Furthermore, a comparison is made between 

GAP and MW plasma. The GAP operates at atmospheric pressure, while the MW plasma experiments 

to which comparison is made were performed at reduced pressure. Indeed, the MW discharge region 

becomes very much contracted near atmospheric pressure, at the conditions under study, as revealed by 

our 2D model.  The models predict that thermal reactions play the most important role in H2S 

decomposition in both plasma types. The GAP has a higher energy efficiency but lower conversion than 

the MW plasma at their typical conditions. When compared at the same conversion, the GAP exhibits a 

higher energy efficiency and lower energy cost than the MW plasma.  
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1. Introduction 
Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is produced in large amounts from hydrocarbon upgrading processes 

associated with petroleum refining and natural gas industries. H2S is a byproduct of hydro-

desulfurization and often comprises a significant portion of natural gas deposits. It is currently treated 

via the Claus process. A gross reaction of the Claus process is partial oxidation of H2S to Ssolid and                          

H2O [1]. This process, even though well established, has the major drawback of oxidizing valuable H2, 

which could be used for hydro-desulfurization and, of course, for many other applications, including 

“green” energy generation. H2S can be a good source for H2 production, since its dissociation enthalpy 

to H2 and Ssolid is only 0.2 eV/molec. However, sulphur is normally not produced in the condensed phase, 

and the high temperature required for the H2S decomposition yields sulfur in the form of the dimer S2, 

which requires a higher enthalpy of 0.9 eV/molec. Nevertheless, this enthalpy is still quite low, 

compared to the dissociation enthalpy of liquid water, which is 2.96 eV/molec [2]. Unfortunately, an 

economically feasible process that could accomplish this dissociation has not yet been implemented at 



large scale. Non-thermal plasma (NTP) is an attractive alternative energy source for unconventional 

reactions that typically demand severe operating conditions [3,4]. NTP decomposition of H2S towards 

H2 and sulphur may be quite promising for the effective utilization of H2S. The major advantage of the 

direct decomposition of H2S compared to the conventional Claus process is thus the production of H2. 

H2 is a valuable product used as raw material in the chemical industry and as feedstock in fuel cells for 

clean energy production [5].  

Multiple works have been reported on the decomposition of H2S by NTP [6–14]. Traus et al. 

investigated the H2S decomposition in a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) at atmospheric pressure, and 

pointed out a low decomposition rate (0.5–12%) and a high energy cost (50 eV/molec) [6]. The same 

authors found a better conversion in a rotating glow discharge (~ 40%), but the energy cost was still 

high (around 27 eV/molec) [7]. The energy costs were also reported very high (~ 100 eV/molec) in 

pulsed corona discharges, with low H2S concentrations (~ 1%) [8,9]. Zhao et al. showed that the energy 

costs strongly depend on the gas composition: when using He or Ar, a much lower energy cost of ~17 

eV/molec could be achieved than when using H2  (~65 eV/molec) [10].  

Gliding arc (GA) plasmas are among the most effective and promising plasmas for gas conversion  

[2,4,15], because they offer benefits of both thermal and non-thermal discharges. They are typically 

considered as ‘warm’ discharges: their power and temperature are high enough for intensive chemical 

conversion, while they are still non-equilibrium plasmas. In a PhD thesis from Drexel University, T. 

Nunnally [11] showed that a reverse vortex flow GA plasma, also called gliding arc plasmatron (GAP), 

is the most promising type for H2S decomposition, in terms of conversion and energy efficiency. He 

obtained a maximum conversion around 40% and lowest energy cost of 7 eV/molec [11]. In addition, 

microwave (MW) plasmas might provide very high energy efficiency, due to a combination of relatively 

high electron density and low reduced electric field, which favour the gas dissociation [12–14]. The best 

values reported (conversion of 81% at energy cost of 2 eV/molec) were obtained in a MW plasma at 

reduced pressure (0.1 atm) [14].  Besides, MW plasma has another advantage of electrode-less set up, 

and hence there is no problem of limited electrode lifetime (no wearing out). In fact, this advantage also 

partially applies to the GAP: it has electrodes, but the vortex gas flow around the hot plasma arc isolates 

the latter from the walls, thus avoiding that the arc is in contact with the walls. Nevertheless, the arc is 

still attached at the electrodes, which may cause electrode degradation due to its high temperature.  

Besides experiments, detailed modelling is very useful to provide more insight into the underlying 

reaction mechanisms of plasma-assisted gas conversion or synthesis, e.g. by evaluating quantities which 

are difficult to measure, and by identifying the most important chemical reactions or parameters. The 

kinetics of thermal non-catalytic H2S decomposition has been studied [16–18], but to our knowledge, 

no papers exist yet on modelling both the detailed chemical kinetics and species transport in plasma-

based H2S decomposition. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate H2S decomposition by means of 

computer modelling, for both a GAP and a MW plasma, to elucidate the underlying mechanisms in both 



plasma types. More specifically, we use a combination of zero-dimensional (0D) chemical kinetics 

modeling, to describe the plasma chemistry at typical GAP and MW plasma conditions, and two-

dimensional (2D) plasma fluid dynamics modeling, to describe the gas flow pattern and plasma 

characteristics in both types of plasma reactors. The simulation results are validated with experiments 

from literature [11,12] as much as possible, to make sure they yield reliable predictions. Note that we 

compare an atmospheric pressure GA and reduced pressure MW plasma, not so much to judge which 

one is better, but rather to evaluate the performance and to understand the underlying chemistry of two 

types of plasma reactors at different conditions, that have been used in practice. 

2. Description of the models 

 2.1 Zero-dimensional (0D) chemical kinetics model  

We use a 0D chemical kinetics model, called ZDPlaskin [19], to elucidate the plasma chemistry in both 

the GAP and MW plasma. In this model, the time-evolution of the species densities is calculated by 

balance equations, taking into account the various production and loss terms, as defined by the chemical 

reactions. This balance equation is solved for all plasma species, i.e., electrons, various types of 

molecules, radicals, ions and excited species (see below): 

∑ 𝑎 𝑎 𝑘 ∏ 𝑛           (1) 

where aij
(1) and aij

(2) are the stoichiometric coefficients of species i, at the left and right hand side of a 

reaction j, respectively, nl is the species density at the left-hand side of the reaction, and kj is the rate 

coefficient of reaction j (see below). 

The species considered in the model are listed in table 1. The model considers 34 different species, 

including the electrons, various molecules, radicals, ions and excited species.  

Table 1: Overview of the species included in the model. H2(V1-V15) denote the vibrational levels, 

while the other excited species are electronically excited levels. No vibrational levels of H2S could 

be included, because of lack of data. 

Molecules Charged species Radicals Excited species 

H2, S2, H2S 
H2S+, S+, H+, H-, H2

+, 

H3
+, electrons 

H, SH, S, 

H2S2 

H2(V1-V15), H2(B3), H2(B1), H2(A3), 

H2(A1), H(2P) 

 

These species react with each other through 85 electron impact reactions, 11 ion-neutral and ion-

ion reactions, and 303 neutral reactions. These reactions, along with their rate coefficients and the 

references where these data are adopted from, are listed in the Appendix. The rate coefficients of the 

heavy particle reactions (i.e., atoms, molecules, radicals, ions, excited species) depend on the gas 



temperature, whereas the rate coefficients for the electron impact reactions are a function of the electron 

temperature and calculated from the electron energy distribution function (EEDF): 

k 𝜎 𝜀 𝑓 𝜀 dε                                                                                                      (2) 

𝜀 is the electron energy, 𝜎𝑗 (𝜀) the cross section of the 𝑗th reaction, 𝑓𝑒 (𝜀) the EEDF and 𝑚𝑒 the mass of 

an electron (9.1094×10-31 kg). 

The EEDF is calculated with a Boltzmann solver, BOLSIG+ [20], which is integrated into ZDPlaskin, 

based on all electron impact cross sections, including also superelastic collisions. The electron impact 

cross sections of momentum transfer, attachment and ionization of H2S are from [21], while the cross 

sections for H2, H, S2 and S are based on [22,23]. These cross sections are plotted as a function of 

electron energy in the Appendix. 

Transport processes are neglected in this 0D model; hence, the species densities are assumed to be 

uniform in the entire simulation volume, and only evolve as a function of time. However, we can 

translate the temporal behavior (as calculated in the model) into a spatial behavior (i.e., as a function of 

distance along the reactor) by means of the experimental gas flow rate [24–26].  

The calculations are run for a fixed residence time of the gas in the plasma reactor, as defined by 

the experimental gas flow rate and reactor (plasma) length (see Figure 1 below). In practice, the gas flow 

rate was 2 slm for the GAP, and it was varied between 0.4 and 1.6 slm in the MW experiments. Thus, 

the residence time in the model was 2.36 ms for the GAP, and between 0.1376 s and 0.5504 s for the 

MW plasma. The time-step used in this model is variable during the simulation (starting from 10-12 s and 

gradually increasing by a factor 1.01 in each time step, to save calculation time). The power deposition 

is used as input in the model, and it determines the electric field in the plasma. We varied the power 

from 120 W to 400 W for the GAP and from 300 W to 1000 W for the MW plasma. 

This model does not only calculate the species densities, but also provides information about the 

H2S decomposition and H2 yield, and about the energy cost and energy efficiency, based on the H2S 

conversion and specific energy input. The H2S conversion into H2 at the reactor outlet (exit) is defined 

as:  

 𝜒 %
nH2 𝑒 𝑣 𝑒

nH2S 0 𝑣 0
100%                                                                          (3) 

where nH2 is the total H2 density (calculated in this model) and v is the gas velocity as defined by mass 

conservation law (obtained with the 2D model below, based on the experimental gas flow velocity, 

mentioned above). The value in the denominator is the H2S inlet flow density.  

The energy efficiency (𝜂) and energy cost (EC) as calculated by: 



        

 𝜂 %
 %  ∆  

 
        (4) 

𝐸𝐶 
 

 %
100%         (5) 

𝜒  is the H2S conversion, ∆𝐻=0.9 eV/molec is the enthalpy for H2S decomposition into H2 and ½ S2, 

and SEI is the specific energy input, which is calculated from the plasma power and the gas flow rate:  

SEI J/cm    SEI kJ/L   
    /  

   /   
100%                                    (6) 

It can also be expressed in eV/molec, as used in eq. (5) above:  

SEI eV/molec  
 /  /   /    

 . / . /  
100%                                         (7) 

Vmol is the molar volume, being equal to 24.5 L mol-1 (at room temperature and 1 atm). Note that the 

SEI is indeed calculated based on the molar volume at room temperature, as this is the condition at 

which the gas is inserted in the reactor. 

 

2.2 2D fluid dynamics model 

We developed the 2D fluid dynamics model within COMSOL Multiphysics software, which is a 

powerful interactive environment for modeling and solving all kinds of scientific and engineering 

problems, based on partial differential equations (PDEs). COMSOL Multiphysics internally compiles a 

set of equations representing the entire model. 

 

2.2.1 Gas flow equations 

For a proper description of the GAP and MW plasma, we need to describe the gas flow, which is 

responsible for the arc displacement (in the GAP) and for the plasma distribution (in the MW plasma). 

The gas flow rate in GAP and MW plasmas is in the order of 1 slm (or higher), so the gas velocities can 

be very high inside the reactors (see reactor dimensions in figure 1 below), suggesting a highly turbulent 

gas flow. 

In fluid and gas flows, turbulence stands for rapid oscillations of velocity and pressure, varying 

over a wide range both in space and time. In contrast to laminar flows, which are quite predictive, 

turbulent flows are much more chaotic in nature, requiring a greater amount of computing power to be 

calculated numerically. The gas flow is simulated in our model using the so-called k-ε Reynolds-

averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) turbulent modelling technique, as shown in equations (8-9), which 



effectively averages all fluctuating turbulent quantities over time, greatly reducing the computational 

cost [27,28]. 

𝛻∙(𝜌𝑢 ⃗)=0                           (8) 

𝜌(𝑢 ⃗∙𝛻)𝑢 ⃗=𝛻∙[-𝑝𝐼 𝜇 𝜇 𝛻𝑢 ⃗ 𝛻 𝑢 ⃗ 𝜇 𝜇 (𝛻∙𝑢 ⃗)𝐼- 𝜌𝑘 𝐼]+�⃗�       (9) 

Here, ρ stands for the gas density, 𝑢 ⃗  is the gas flow velocity vector, superscript T stands for 

transposition, p is the gas pressure, μ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, 𝜇  is the turbulent viscosity 

of the fluid, 𝑘  is the turbulent kinetic energy, 𝐼 is the unity tensor and �⃗� is the body force vector. 

Equations (8) and (9) are coupled with two more transport equations, describing the turbulent kinetic 

energy and the turbulent dissipation rate. More details can be found in [27,28]. As for the boundary 

conditions, the inlets are defined as gas flow normal velocity boundaries, and the outlet is defined as a 

zero-gradient outflow boundary. All walls permit no flux and confirm the no-slip condition. 

Consequently, the RANS model is able to compute the flow field, which would usually contain small 

turbulent oscillations (eddies), as a time-averaged quantity. The final solution is the gas flow velocity 

throughout the entire GAP and MW reactor. 

 
2.2.2 Turbulent Heat Transfer equation 

Gas heating is usually an important phenomenon in GAP and MW plasmas as well. Here we 

calculate the gas temperature by solving the gas thermal balance: 

𝜌𝐶 𝜌𝐶 𝑢 ⃗∙𝛻𝑇 𝛻∙((𝑘 +𝑘 )𝛻𝑇 )=Q                              (10) 

where 𝐶  is the specific heat capacity of the gas, 𝑘  is the temperature-dependent gas thermal 

conductivity (based on a material look-up table), 𝑘  is the turbulent heat conductivity of the fluid, 𝑇  is 

the gas temperature,  and Q accounts for the gas heating due to elastic and inelastic collisions between 

electrons and heavy particles in the plasma. More details can be found in ref [29]. 

 

2.2.3 Particle balance equations 

The equations responsible for the plasma description (i.e. the particle balance for the electrons, the 
various ions, radicals, molecules and excited species, and the electron energy balance) are the same in 
the models for GAP and MW plasma. We use the drift–diffusion approximation and we solve the well-
known particle balance equation: 

𝛻∙𝐺 (𝑢 ⃗∙𝛻)𝑛 =𝑅           (11) 

Where 𝑛  is the species density, 𝐺  is the species flux, 𝑢 ⃗ is the gas velocity and 𝑅  is the collision 

source term. The flux of the different species is expressed as follows: 



𝐺 𝐷  𝛻 𝑛
| |

𝜇 𝑛 𝐸                (12) 

Where 𝐷  is the diffusion coefficient and 𝜇  is the mobility of the corresponding species, 𝐸  is the 

electric field vector and 𝑞  is the charge of the given species type.  For neutral species, the flux is only 

determined by diffusion. 

 

2.2.4 Electron energy balance equation 

The averaged electron energy is calculated by solving: 

𝛻∙(-𝜇 𝑛 𝐸-𝐷  𝛻 𝑛 𝜀 ) (𝑢 ⃗∙𝛻)𝑛 𝜀=𝑞 𝐸∙𝐺 𝑛 ∆𝜀 𝑄             (13) 

Where 𝑄  stands for the stabilizing background heat source (background power density) and 𝜀 is the 

average electron energy. The terms 𝜇  and 𝐷  stand for the energy mobility and diffusion, respectively: 

𝜇 𝜇                                                       (14) 

𝐷 𝜇 𝜀                                                        (15) 

The electric field is either calculated from the well-known Poisson equation (for the MW plasma), or 

from the charge conservation equation (for the GAP).  

 

2.2.5. Model geometry for the GAP and MW plasma 

 

   
Figure 1: GAP geometry (left) [30] and MW geometry (right) [31] used in the 2D model. In both cases, 



only one half plane of the cylindrically symmetrical reactors is shown, with the symmetry axis at the 
right for the GAP, and at the left for the MW plasma. The plasma is in both cases schematically indicated 
with purple color, while the gas flow is represented in green. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the geometries used in the COMSOL model for GAP and MW plasma. As both 

reactors are axisymmetric, we only simulate one half plane of the reactors, as seen in figure 1, to save 

calculation time.  For the GAP, the voltage is applied to the anode, while the cathode is grounded, and 

the arc is formed between both electrodes, as schematically indicated in the figure. For the MW plasma, 

the microwaves propagate into the reactor, originating from the waveguide, and they develop along the 

reactor sidewall, inducing a plasma discharge inside Tube 1, as also schematically illustrated in the 

figure.  



3. Results and discussion  
3.1. Model validation 

      First we will validate the plasma chemistry included in the models by comparison with experiments, 

for both the GAP and MW plasma. This is necessary, so that we can trust the model predictions on the 

underlying mechanisms.  

3.1.1. GAP: Calculated H2S conversion, energy efficiency and energy cost 

      We applied the 0D model to the conditions typical for a GAP [11], i.e., atmospheric pressure, gas 

flow rate of 2 slm, and specific energy input (SEI) of 1.45 eV/molec (which corresponds to 5.7 kJ/L). 

In addition, to validate the model, we have also varied the SEI (from 0.8 to 3 eV/molec; or 3.15 – 11.8 

kJ/L) and pressure (from 0.1 to 1 atm), keeping the other parameters constant, and we compared these 

calculation results with the experimental data as well. The gas temperature is an input in our 0D model, 

but it has not been measured in the arc. However, we estimate it in the order of 2000 – 3000 K, based 

on literature and our own calculations for a GAP in CO2 [32]. At constant gas flow rate, a higher SEI 

means a rising discharge power and hence rising gas temperature. We assume a linear increase in gas 

temperature as a function of SEI (and hence discharge power), from 2300 K at atmospheric pressure, 2 

slm and 0.8 eV/molec, to 2400 K at 1.45 eV/molec, and to 2600 K at 3 eV/molec, which is in the range 

of expectations.  

 Figure 2 shows the influence of SEI on the calculated H2S conversion into H2, energy efficiency, 

and energy cost, at atmospheric pressure and a gas flow rate of 2 slm. For comparison, the assumed gas 

temperature and calculated equilibrium conversion at these temperatures, as a function of SEI, are also 

plotted, for thermal (non-plasma) conditions. In the latter case, the SEI is also calculated by the ratio of 

power over gas flow rate, like for the plasma simulations, and we assume the same power as the plasma 

power, but we only consider thermal (neutral) reactions, at the temperature created by this power, hence 

no electron impact reactions.  

 The equilibrium conversion ranges between 91 and 95 % in this temperature (or SEI) range, hence 

much higher than the obtained conversion in the GAP. This indicates that the conversion inside the arc 

(which indeed operates at these high temperatures) is near 100 %, and proceeds by thermal reactions (as 

will be confirmed in section 3.2 below), but that the overall conversion obtained in the GAP is limited 

by the fraction of gas passing through the arc plasma.  

 The H2S conversion increases almost linearly with rising SEI, whereas the energy efficiency first 

stays more or less constant, and then decreases. The energy cost shows the opposite trend as the energy 

efficiency, i.e. it increases with rising SEI. The reason is that the conversion first rises a bit faster with 

SEI, and then a bit more slowly, so the trends of the energy efficiency and energy cost follow directly 

from equations (4-5) above. However, the variation in energy efficiency and energy cost is fairly small. 

This means that overall, the higher SEI values will yield better results, because they give rise to 

significantly higher H2S conversion into H2, while the energy efficiency and energy cost are only slightly 



lower/higher, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2: Calculated H2S conversion to H2, energy efficiency, and energy cost, as a function of SEI 

(expressed both in eV/molec and in kJ/L), for a GAP at atmospheric pressure and a gas flow rate of 2 

slm, and comparison with experimental results from literature [11]. The corresponding temperature 

(used as input in the model) and calculated equilibrium conversion as a function of SEI are also plotted.  

 

 The values obtained, i.e., H2S conversion around 10 – 40 %, energy efficiency around 12 – 15 %, 

and energy cost around 6 – 7 eV/molec (which corresponds to 23.6 – 27.6 kJ/L) are in very good 

agreement with the experimental data obtained in the GAP [11], which validates our model assumptions 

and reaction set.  

Although a GAP typically operates at atmospheric pressure, Nunally et al. investigated the effect 

of pressure [11], so we applied our model to the same conditions, again to validate the model. Figure 3 

shows the influence of operating pressure on the H2S conversion, energy efficiency, and energy cost, 

for an SEI of 1.45 eV/molec at a gas flow rate of 2 slm. The corresponding temperatures and equilibrium 

conversions are also plotted. As predicted by our 2D fluid dynamics simulations, a lower pressure yields 

a somewhat wider arc discharge volume. This is accounted for in our 0D model by assuming a somewhat 

larger fraction of gas passing through the arc, which leads to a larger overall conversion. For a fixed SEI, 

the higher conversion yields a higher energy efficiency and a lower energy cost. Again, very good 

agreement is reached with the experimental data [7]. 



 

Figure 3: Calculated H2S conversion to H2, energy efficiency, energy cost, and corresponding 
temperature (used as input in the model) and calculated equilibrium conversion, as a function of pressure, 
for a GAP, at an SEI of 1.45 eV/molec (or 5.7 kJ/L), and a gas flow rate of 2 slm, and comparison with 
experimental results from literature [11].  

 

3.1.2. MW plasma: Calculated H2S conversion, energy efficiency and energy cost 
To validate the model for the MW plasma, we compared with experimental data obtained from [12], 

at a pressure of 0.02 atm and a power of 1000 W. In a MW plasma, the gas temperature can also be fairly 

high. However, we had no data available for the experimental conditions under study, so we first 

calculated the gas temperature by our 2D model, and we incorporated these calculation results in our 0D 

model. 

Figure A.2 in the Appendix displays the gas temperature distribution obtained with the 2D 

calculations, for the experimental data under study, i.e., 0.02 atm and 1000 W, and two different gas 

flow rates. The gas temperature only slightly increases with rising gas flow rate, from maximum values 

of 2830 K at 0.125 slm, to around 2900 K at 0.4 slm. In our 0D simulations, we need a spatially-averaged 

gas temperature, and based on Figure A.2, we estimate this to be around 2500 K, and we slightly adjust 

this value in the 0D simulations for different gas flow rates, as illustrated in Figure A.3 of the Appendix.   

Figure 4 shows the influence of gas flow rate on the H2S conversion into H2, energy efficiency, and 

energy cost. Good agreement between simulations and experiments was achieved. Not only the 

conversion, energy efficiency and energy cost were compared, but also the SEI with varying gas flow 

rate. As the gas temperature is calculated at each time step, and slightly changes with time during the 



simulation, which affect the gas flow rate a bit, the calculated SEIs are not exactly the same as the 

experimental values, but still very close. The gas residence time in the discharge volume decreases with 

rising gas flow rate, which reduces the conversion. As we fix the applied power to 1000 W, in line with 

the experimental conditions [12], the SEI thus significantly decreases with increasing gas flow rate 

(because SEI = power / gas flow rate), as illustrated in Figure 4. As a result, the energy efficiency 

significantly increases, and the energy cost drops upon rising gas flow rate. As the drop in conversion 

with increasing gas flow rate is more modest than the rise in energy efficiency (and drop in energy cost), 

it is clear that the higher gas flow rate yields overall the best results. Again, we also illustrate the 

temperature and equilibrium conversion as a function of gas flow rate. As the temperature in the MW 

plasma is also very high, comparable to the GAP, the equilibrium conversion is also in the order of 93 – 

95 %. When comparing to the calculated conversion in the MW plasma in Figure 4, we can conclude 

that a larger fraction of the gas (H2S) passes through the plasma than for the GAP, which is indeed like 

expected, because at this low pressure, the MW plasma will take up a quite large volume of the reactor, 

as predicted by our 2D fluid dynamics simulations (see section 3.3 below) and used as input in our 0D 

model to evaluate the fraction of gas passing through the plasma.  



 

Figure 4: Calculated H2S conversion to H2, energy efficiency, energy cost, SEI, temperature and 
corresponding equilibrium conversion, as a function of gas flow rate, for a MW plasma, at a pressure of 
0.02 atm and 1000 W, and comparison with experimental data from [12]. 

 

In Figure 5 we plot the H2S conversion, energy efficiency, energy cost, as well as the corresponding 

temperatures and equilibrium conversions, as a function of SEI, for a gas flow rate of 1 slm, at 0.02 atm. 

Comparison is again made with experimental data from [12], and reasonable agreement is reached. 

Although the conversion significantly increases with rising SEI, the energy efficiency monotonously 

decreases, and the energy cost increases. The reason can easily be understood from equations (4-5) 

above, because the conversion rises not so fast as the SEI. It means that the increased power input is not 

only consumed for H2S decomposition into H2, but also for other reactions. Depending on what is most 

desired for the application, i.e., high conversion (with lower energy efficiency and higher energy cost), 

or high energy efficiency with low energy cost (but lower conversion), either a higher SEI or lower SEI 

might be more beneficial. At an intermediate SEI of 8 eV/molec (or 31.5 kJ/L), a quite high conversion 

of 65 %, in combination with a reasonable energy efficiency above 7 %, and energy cost around 12 



eV/molec (or 47 kJ/L) is reached. It must be kept in mind, however, that these results are obtained at 

reduced pressure of 0.02 atm, which is less compatible with industrial applications, and the energy cost 

of pumping is not included here.  

 

Figure 5: Calculated H2S conversion to H2, energy efficiency, energy cost, temperature and equilibrium 
conversion, as a function of SEI (expressed both in eV/molec and kJ/L), for a MW plasma, at a gas flow 
rate of 1 slm, and 0.02 atm, and comparison with the experimental results of [12]. 

 

3.2. Underlying chemistry: reaction pathways for H2S decomposition in GAP and 
MW plasma 
 

Figure 6 shows the species number densities as a function of time in both the GAP (a) and MW plasma 

(b), for their typical operating conditions, i.e., pressure of 1 atm, gas flow rate of 2 slm, and SEI of 1.45 

eV/molec for the GAP, and pressure of 0.02 atm, gas flow rate of 1 slm, and SEI of 8.4 eV/molec for 

the MW plasma. The gas residence time in the GAP is 2.36 ms, while it is 0.344 s in the MW plasma. 

Our model predicts a continuous dissociation of H2S towards the production of H2 and S2 as a 

function of time, or distance travelled by the gas through the GAP and MW plasma. Other species such 

as SH and HS2 also show significant number densities, almost comparable to those of H2 and S2, but 

they are intermediate species, so their densities stay constant and don’t rise with time, as is clearly the 

case for the end products, i.e. H2 and S2. Specifically, as seen in figure 6(a) and (b), H2S first dissociates 



into SH, H, H2 and H2S2, and subsequently SH and H2S2 react to produce HS2. HS2 further reacts with 

SH to form S2 and again H2S, which leads to a significant increase of the S2 density. Furthermore, the 

abundant amount of S2 recombines with H to generate again HS2, which leads to a dramatic decrease of 

the H density. As the recombination reaction between S2 and H is so fast, S2 and H cannot have a high 

density at the same time, i.e. once the S2 density increases, the H density will drop, and vice versa. 

Eventually, the H density keeps decreasing and the S2 density keeps increasing with time and it becomes 

one of the main products.  

The corresponding reaction mechanism is illustrated in figure 7. In general, large amounts of 

intermediate species, such as SH, H, HS2 and H2S2 are produced during the decomposition of H2S. These 

intermediate species will further react with each other and largely contribute to the regeneration of H2S, 

during which also plenty amounts of H2 and S2 are produced and gradually become the end products. 

As the pressure in the MW discharge (figure 6(b)) is much lower than in the GA (figure 6(a)), the 

evolutions of species density is a bit more fluctuating with time.  

   

  

Fig. 6 Calculated number densities of various species as a function of time, for the GAP at a pressure of 
1 atm, gas flow rate of 2 slm and SEI of 1.45 eV/molec (a), and for the MW plasma at a pressure of 0.02 
atm, gas flow rate of 1 slm and SEI of 8.4 eV/molec (b). The residence time in the plasma in both cases 
is indicated with the vertical dashed line. 

Our calculations predict that thermal dissociation via neutral species reactions contributes most to 

the dissociation of H2S (confirming the conclusions drawn in section 3.1 above). Indeed, the most 

significant processes towards the splitting of H2S are direct thermal dissociation (H2S + M → H + SH + 

M; where M denotes any species in the plasma) as well as the collision between H2S and SH (H2S + SH 

→ H2S2 + H), as indicated in Figure 7. They have a relative contribution of 48% and 51%, respectively, 

to the H2S splitting in the GAP, and 58% and 41%, respectively, in the MW plasma. In contrast, the 

relative contribution from direct electron impact processes is lower than 1%.  

The H radicals produced from H2S splitting can give rise to H2 formation, but the major part of H 

are consumed for the generation of HS2, which further reacts with SH, leading to the regeneration of 

H2S (see figure 7). Hence, the net contribution of the above dissociation processes is much lower, and 



the most important H2S decomposition process overall, leading to the formation of H2, is direct thermal 

dissociation of H2S (H2S + M → H2 + S + M) (see Figure 7), with a relative contribution of 75% and 

76% in the GAP and MW plasma, respectively. Other important reactions leading to the production of 

H2 include the collision of H2S with H (H2S + H → SH + H2) as well as the collision between two SH 

species (SH + SH → S2 + H2). They have relative contributions of 23% and 2%, respectively, in the 

GAP, and 23% and 1% in the MW plasma. In general, large intermediate concentrations of SH and H 

are generated during the decomposition of H2S, as was also clear from Figure 6, which play an important 

role in the formation of H2, but they also greatly contribute to the regeneration of H2S.  

S2 is also a significant product of H2S conversion (see Figure 6). The most important production 

process of S2 is the reaction of SH with HS2, producing H2S and S2, with a relative contribution of 93%. 

The reaction of HS2 with S atoms (S + HS2 → SH + S2) also contributes to S2 formation, with a relative 

contributions of 6 % in both the GAP and MW plasma.  

 

Figure 7: Reaction scheme of the main pathways of H2S decomposition in the GAP and MW plasma, as 
predicted by our model. The thickness of the arrow lines corresponds to the importance of the reactions. 
They appear to be very similar for both the GAP and MW plasma (see text). M denotes any plasma 
species.  

 

3.3. Comparison of GAP and MW plasma: 2D simulation results 
 

Figure 8 shows the calculated distribution of electron density, gas temperature, and H2 density 

in the GAP, at atmospheric pressure, an applied power of 1000 W and gas flow rate of 2 slm, 

corresponding to an SEI of 0.8 eV/molec. The arc is formed between the cathode (top) and 

anode (bottom). The highest gas temperature (around 2760 K) is reached near both electrodes, 



where the strongest electric field can be found, but it is quite high in the entire arc channel, 

giving rise to strong H2S decomposition in the entire arc region, generating a broad H2 density 

distribution, with high density (almost 3×1020 m-3).  

 

Figure 8: Calculated electron density (left, in m-3), gas temperature (middle, in K), and H2 density (right, 
in m-3) in the GAP, obtained from the 2D simulations, at atmospheric pressure, with 1000 W applied 
power and 2 slm gas flow rate, corresponding to an SEI of 0.8 eV/molec.  

 

 Figure 9 shows the distribution of electron density, gas temperature, and H2 density in the MW 

plasma, at 0.02 atm, an applied power of 1000 W and a gas flow rate of 0.4 slm, yielding an SEI of 14 

eV/molec. The plasma is generated in a large area, with a gas temperature of almost 3000 K. Many local 

maxima appear along the tube, which induce a relatively uniform plasma distribution. This results in a 

high H2S decomposition, yielding a H2 density of 1.2×1022 m-3.  

 

 



 

Figure 9: Calculated electron density (left; in m-3), gas temperature (middle; in K), and H2 density (right; 
in m-3) in the MW plasma, obtained from the 2D simulations, at 0.02 atm with 1000 W applied power 
and 0.4 slm gas flow rate, corresponding to an SEI of 14 eV/molec.  

 

We were not able to run the 2D model for the MW plasma at atmospheric pressure, which would 

be more beneficial for industrial applications, due to stability problems at 1000 W power. However, to 

examine the influence of pressure on the H2S decomposition in the MW discharge, we plot in Figure 10 

the H2 density distribution, obtained from the 2D simulations, at 0.02 and 0.5 atm, for a lower power of 

100 W. In both cases, the plasma is much more confined to the center, instead of filling the entire reactor. 

Note that the H2 density is two orders of magnitude higher at 0.5 atm than at 0.02 atm, i.e., reaching 

values of 5×1023 m-3, but the right figure is plotted in the same scale as the left figure, for easy 

comparison. In spite of the much higher H2 density, this density is confined only to a very small region, 

much smaller than at 0.02 atm. Moreover, it originates from a higher H2S density, due to the higher 

pressure (which is a factor 25 higher). Hence, the overall H2S conversion, obtained from the H2 density 

integrated over the entire reactor volume, is estimated to be only 0.0048 % at 0.5 atm, while it is 0.127 % 

at 0.02 atm. Note that this very low conversion is due to the very low applied power of 100 W. Besides, 

to obtain accurate values of the conversion, it must be calculated from the flux at the outlet, and not by 

integrating the density over the reactor volume. Thus, the 0D model gives a better representation of the 

conversion rate, but at least the 2D model gives an indication of the effect of pressure.  

 
 
Figure 10: Calculated H2 density distribution (in m-3) in a MW plasma, obtained from the 2D simulations, 
at 0.02 atm (left)  and 0.5 atm (right), at 100 W applied power. Note that the maximum H2 density at 0.5 
atm is around 5×1023 m-3, but the figure is plotted in the same color scale as the left figure, for easy 
comparison. 

 



Figure 10 illustrates that the MW plasma is indeed very contracted at the higher pressure of 0.5 atm, 

yielding a much smaller discharge volume than at 0.02 atm (around 10 times difference), which explains 

the much lower conversion. The difference is even more pronounced at higher power input. Indeed, as 

shown in Figure 9 above, at 1000 W, the discharge volume at the low pressure of 0.02 atm was much 

broader, while at higher pressure, our calculations reveal that it remains very contracted. In addition, 

this extremely contracted discharge was also causing unstable simulations, as the power density becomes 

extremely high in the contracted volume. Therefore, we were not able to perform 2D simulations at 

pressures close to atmospheric pressure. This corresponds to the experiments, where only data at low 

pressure of 0.02 atm were reported [12], probably because the MW plasma could not be operated (or 

gave a very low conversion) at higher pressure. We expect that a vortex gas flow – as also applied to the 

GAP – could stabilize the MW plasma at atmospheric pressure as well, as demonstrated for CO2 

conversion [33]. However, for the basic MW plasma under study here, atmospheric pressure operation 

seemed not feasible. Therefore, we can only compare here the performance of the GAP (typically 

operating at atmospheric pressure) with the MW plasma at reduced pressure. 

 

3.4. Comparison of GAP and MW plasma: Performance in terms of H2S conversion, 
energy efficiency and energy cost 

 

In Figure 11 we plot the energy efficiency and energy cost vs conversion, in both the GAP and MW 

plasma, at their typical discharge conditions, adopted from the experiments in ref [11], and ref [12], 

respectively, and indicated in the figure caption. The conversion is generally lower in the GAP (12 - 

42 %) than in the MW plasma (38 - 78 %), whereas the energy efficiency is much higher (12.5 - 15% in 

the GAP, vs 5 – 8.5 % in the MW plasma), and consequently, the energy cost in the GAP (6 – 7.3 

eV/molec, or 24 – 28.5 kJ/L) is also much smaller than in the MW plasma (10.6 - 17 eV/molec, or 41.75 

- 70 kJ/L). When comparing at the same conversion of 40 %, the energy efficiency in the GAP is 12.5 %, 

while it is 8.5 % in the MW plasma, and the corresponding energy cost in the GAP is 7 eV/molec (or 

27.6 kJ/L), whereas it is 11 eV/molec (or 43.3 kJ/L) in the MW plasma. This would indicate that the 

GAP is more suitable for H2S decomposition, except when a very high conversion is targeted, which 

seems not feasible in the GAP at the typical experimental conditions investigated (see figure caption).  

 



 

Figure 11: Energy efficiency and energy cost vs conversion, in GAP and MW plasma, at their typical 
conditions, i.e., 1 atm pressure, 2 slm gas flow rate, SEI from 0.8 eV/molec to 3 eV/molec for the GAP, 
and 0.02 atm pressure, 1 slm gas flow rate, SEI from 4.2 eV/molec to 13.1 eV/molec for the MW plasma. 
 

In addition, it should be mentioned that the GAP results are obtained at atmospheric pressure, which 

is more compatible with industrial application than the low pressure of 0.02 atm in the MW plasma. 

When comparing figures 8 and 10, we can see that the plasma still has a quite broad discharge volume 

in the GAP, even at atmospheric pressure, which is more beneficial for gas conversion than the MW 

plasma under study here, which is very much contracted at (or close to) atmospheric pressure. This 

indicates that the GAP discharge may be a better option at high pressure, although vortex flow 

stabilization (similar to the one applied to the GAP), or other stabilization methods, could be applied to 

the MW plasma as well, but this would need further investigation.  

 

 

Table 2. H2 yield and energy cost, obtained in this work for both MW and GA plasma, and 

comparison with results reported in literature [6–10,13,14]. The energy cost is expressed in kWh/m3, to 

allow the comparison with literature. The results of ref [11,12] are not included here, as they are very 

similar to our computational results.  

Plasma type H2 yield Energy cost (kWh/m3) Ref. 

MW plasma in this work (0.02 

atm) 

40% 12  

max 78% 19.4 

GA in this work   (1 atm) max 40% 7.7  

DBD (1 atm) max 12% 55  [6] 

Pulsed corona discharge  

(1.7 atm) 

max 75% 206 [8] 

Pulsed RF discharge  max 15% 110 [9] 



(0.001 atm) 

Pulsed corona discharge  

(1 atm) 

max 28% 18.7 [10] 

Glow discharge (1 atm) max 40% 30 [7] 

MW plasma (0.95 atm) max 32% 3.83 [13] 

MW plasma (0.5 atm) max 50.9% 4.13 [13] 

MW plasma (0.1 atm) 45% 0.84 [14] 

max 81% 2.17 

  

 Finally, we present in Table 2 our best results for both MW and GA plasma, in terms of H2 yield 

and energy cost (in kWh/m3), in comparison with data found in literature, to put our results in a broader 

perspective. The H2 yield is generally better than in DBD or pulsed discharge, and quite comparable to 

glow discharge and MW plasmas from literature. It is clear that higher values can be reached in the MW 

plasma than in the GA, as also shown in Figure 11, but at a lower pressure. The energy cost of our MW 

and GA plasma is lower than for DBD, pulsed discharge and glow discharge from literature, but the 

MW plasmas in [13,14] reached a much lower energy cost than in our case. It should be noted, however, 

that the aim of our paper was not to optimize the H2S conversion process, but rather to understand the 

underlying mechanisms in two promising types of plasma reactors. By careful optimization of the 

reactor design and operating conditions, as probably applied in [13,14], we should be able to reach better 

values, but this was outside the scope of the present paper. Nevertheless, the data from literature show 

that plasma can be quite promising for H2S conversion, reaching fairly high H2 yields and low energy 

costs.  

4. Conclusion 
We have investigated H2S decomposition into H2 and S2 in a GAP and MW plasma, by means of 

0D chemical kinetics modeling and 2D plasma fluid dynamics simulations, validated as much as 

possible by experiments from literature in a wide range of conditions. Our models predict that thermal 

dissociation via neutral species reactions (involving SH, H and HS2) is most important for H2S 

decomposition in both plasma sources.  

Upon rising power, the gas temperature increases in both GAP and MW plasma, inducing a 

significantly higher H2S conversion. However, the energy efficiency decreases (and the energy cost 

increases), as intermediate reactions also consume plenty of energy. A higher gas flow rate will reduce 

the gas residence time in both the GAP and MW plasma, which reduces the H2S decomposition. Upon 

higher pressure, the plasma becomes more confined, as predicted from 2D simulations, which limits the 

fraction of gas passing through the plasma, and thus restricts the H2S conversion. This is most striking 

in the MW plasma, where the discharge region becomes very much contracted, while the arc still has a 



quite broad discharge volume in the GAP. This renders the GAP a better option at high pressure.  

Generally, when comparing the GAP and MW plasma at their typical operating conditions studied 

here (i.e., GAP at atmospheric pressure and MW plasma at reduced pressure), the GAP exhibits a higher 

energy efficiency and lower energy cost, but a lower H2S conversion. At high pressure (close to 

atmospheric pressure), which is most convenient for industrial operation, the MW plasma under study 

here becomes very contracted, leading to negligible H2S conversion, which indicates that the GAP may 

be more suitable for H2S decomposition, except when a very high conversion is targeted at low pressure. 

Nevertheless, it must be possible to apply stabilization methods to an atmospheric pressure MW plasma 

as well, as data from literature [13,14] illustrate H2S decomposition in (near) atmospheric pressure MW 

plasma reactors at low energy cost. These MW plasma reactors were outside the scope of our study. 

Indeed, our study was intended to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of H2S decomposition in GAP 

and MW plasma, but not to optimize the conditions. Nevertheless, the data from literature show that 

atmospheric pressure MW plasma can also be very suitable for H2S decomposition.  
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Appendix 
 
Table A.1: Electron impact reactions included in the model, as well as their rate coefficients and the 
references where these data are adopted from. For most electron impact reactions, the rate coefficients 
are calculated from the cross sections (indicated in the table as ), which are plotted in Figure A.1 below. 

Reaction      Cross section σ(E)/rate coefficienta        Reference 

H2S 

e + H2S → e + SH + H                            σ(E)     [21] 

e + H2S → e + SH + H                            σ(E)     [21] 

e + H2S → e + S + H2                              σ(E)     [21] 

e + H2S → e + S + 2H                             σ(E)     [21] 

e + H2S → e + e + H2S+                          σ(E)     [21] 

e + H2S → e + e + SH + H+                    σ(E)     [21] 

 



H2 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)b                                σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                  σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                  σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                  σ(E)                        [23]       

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(e)                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(V1)c                             σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(V1)                              σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H2(V1)                              σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + H + H                                σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2 → e + e + H2
+                              σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2(e) → e + H2                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H2(e) → e + e + H2
+                          σ(E)     [23] 

 

H 

e + H → e + H(2P)b                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H → e + H(2P)                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H → e + e + H+                                σ(E)     [23] 

e + H(2P) → e + H                                 σ(E)     [23] 

e + H(2P) → e + H(2P)                          σ(E)     [23] 

e + H(2P) → e + e + H+                         σ(E)     [23] 

e + H- → e + e + H                                σ(E)      [23] 

e + S → e + e + S+                                σ(E)     [22] 



 

 

 

Electron – ion recombination 

e + e + H+ → H + e               7.92×10-29     [23] 

e + H2
+ → H + H                   5.33×10-8×(300.0/Tg)0.4   [23] 

e + H2
+ → H+ + H-                                σ(E)      [23] 

e + e + H2
+ → H2 + e                          8.80×10-27×(300.0/Tg)4.5   [23] 

e + SH+ → S + H                                3.56×10-9     [21] 

e + e + SH+ → SH + e             7.92×10-29     [21] 

e + H2S+ → S + H2                 3.70×10-09     [21] 

e + H2S+ → S + H + H            2.89×10-08     [21] 

e + H2S+ → SH + H               8.14×10-09     [21] 

e + e + H2S+ → H2S + e         7.92×10-29     [21] 

aThe unit of the rate coefficient is cm3s-1,and Tg indicates the gas temperature (K), which can be 
several 1000 K at the conditions under study. Note that for most reactions we used temperature-
dependent rate coefficients, but for some reactions, the temperature-dependence was not available, so 
we used constant rate coefficients. 
b H2(e) and H(2P) denote electronically excited species. 
c H2(V1) denotes vibrationally excited species. 
 
Table A.2: Ion-neutral and ion-ion reactions included in the model, as well as their rate coefficients and 
the references where these data are adopted from. 
 

Reaction            Rate coefficient (cm3 s-1)                Reference 

H- + H → H2 + e                                   1.30×10-9                                                      [23]                             

H- + H3
+ → H2 + H + H                        1.0×10-7      [23] 

H- + H2
+ → H + H2                               2.0×10-7×(Tg/300)-0.5       [23] 

H- + H2
+ → H + H + H                         1.0×10-7      [23] 

H- + H2
+ + M → H + H2 + M              2.0×10-25×(Tg/300)-2.5    [23] 

H+ + H- → H + H                                  2.0×10-7×(Tg/300)-0.5       [23] 

H+ + H- + M → H + H + M               2.0×10-25×(Tg/300)-2.5    [23] 

H- + H2S+ → H2S + H                           0.193×10-6      [34]   

H- + H2S+ → H + H + SH                     0.1×10-6                                             [34]                                      

H+ +  H2 + M → H3
+ +  M                    1.50×10-29       [34] 

H+ +  H + M → H2
+ +  M                     1.00×10-34                         [34] 



 

 
 
 
Table A.3: Neutral reactions included in the model, as well as their rate coefficients and the references 
where these data are adopted from. 
 

Reaction            Rate coefficient (cm3 s-1)                Reference 

H + H + M → H2 + M               6.04×10-33×(Tg/298)-1.0                          [23] 

H + S + M → SH + M       0.37×10-33×(Tg/298)-0.6                              [34]                                       

H2(V1) + H2 → H2 + H2               1.0×10-13                                                                             [23] 

H2(e) + H2 → H2 + H2                  1.0×10-13                                                                         [23] 

H(2P) + H2 → H + H2                   1.0×10-13                                                                       [23] 

H2S + M → SH + H + M         2.92×10-8×exp(-33342.3/Tg)                      [35]                                       

H2S → S + H2                          3.16×10-10×exp(-32979.72/Tg)    [36] 

H2S + H → SH + H2                3.66×10-12×(Tg/298)1.94×exp(-453.23/Tg)     [37] 

SH + S → H + S2                     4.0×10-11      [38] 

SH + H → S + H2                     3.01×10-11                                                     [38] 

SH + SH → S2 + H2                 1.0×10-14      [38] 

SH + SH → S + H2S                1.5×10-11                     [38] 

S2 + M → S + S + M               7.95×10-11×exp(-38755.83/Tg)    [39] 

H2 → H + H                             3.7×10-11×exp(-48384.38/Tg)    [23] 

SH + H2S → H2S2 + H            3.32×10-10×(Tg/298)0.5×exp(-13596.77/Tg)   [40] 

H2S2 + M → SH + SH + M     3.43×10-7×(Tg/298)×exp(-28764.72/Tg)       [34] 

HS2 + HS2 → H2S2 + S2          3.46×10-15×(Tg/298)3.37×exp(840.99/Tg)       [34] 

SH + HS2 → H2S + S2             3.66×10-13×(Tg/298)3.05×exp(553.94/Tg)       [34] 

H + HS2 → H2S + S                7.32×10-11×exp(-3182.65/Tg)      [34] 

H + HS2 → H2 + S2                 2.51×10-11×(Tg/298)1.65×exp(553.94/Tg)      [34] 

S + HS2 → SH + S2                 2.0×10-2×(Tg/298)2.20×exp(302.15/Tg)        [34] 

H2S + M → S + H2 + M          2.66×(Tg)-2.61×exp(-44904.59/Tg)                [34] 

H2S + S → 2SH                       1.38×10-10×exp(-3718.46/Tg)      [41] 

S + H2 → SH +H                     4.49×10-11×exp(-9714.14/Tg)      [41] 

H + S2 + M → HS2 + M          19.1×(Tg)-2.84×exp(-838.47/Tg)        [41] 

H + HS2 → 2SH                      4.98×10-10       [34] 

H2S2 + H → HS2 + H2             8.29×10-17×(Tg)1.93×exp(709.05/Tg)     [34] 



H2S2 + H → H2S + SH            3.32×10-10         [34] 

H2S2 + SH → H2S + HS2        1.06×10-20×(Tg)2.98×exp(745.30/Tg)              [34] 

H2S2 + S → HS2 + SH            4.73×10-18×(Tg)2.31×exp(-606.32/Tg)     [34] 

S2 + M → S + S + M               7.95×10-11×exp (-38775.97/Tg)       [34]   

 

 

Figure A.1: Electron impact cross sections of momentum transfer, attachment and ionization of H2S (a), 

momentum transfer and ionization of H2 (b) and H (c) as a function of electron energy. These cross are 

adopted from[21,23]. 

 



 
Figure A.2: Calculated gas temperature distribution in a MW plasma, obtained from our 2D calculations, 
for a gas flow rate of 0.125 slm (left) and 0.4 slm (right), at 0.02 atm and 1000 W, with SEI of 105 
eV/molec and 35 eV/molec, respectively.  

 
Figure A.3: Gas temperature used in the 0D model for the MW plasma, as a function of gas flow rate, 
based on the 2D simulations of Figure A.2.  
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